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Income Planning for Clients Nearing Retirement
Foundational Concepts

Module 1
The Transition Phase of Retirement and Your Business

Why focus on retirement income planning?

• Opportunity to consolidate assets and deepen relationships
• Clients are confused and stifled by inertia
• Clients lack awareness of new or heightened risks
• Individuals intuitively understand the value of, and seek to create, integrated retirement income plans
Module 2
Framework for Retirement Income Planning

• There are multiple planning strategies
• Familiarize yourself with prevailing strategies—understand the unique benefits and potential shortcomings of each strategy
• Help clients choose the strategy or combination of strategies appropriate for their goals and objectives
Module 3  
Income Resources and Budgeting Basics

Foundational Concepts

• Take inventory, analyze assets to:
  – Understand potential income streams
  – Uncover asset repositioning opportunities

• Help clients build a budget, consider:
  – Legacy objectives
  – Discretionary versus nondiscretionary expenses
  – Impact of inflation
  – Impact of health care costs

• Restructure debt:
  – Aim to reduce or eliminate by retirement

Please see disclosures at end. Proprietary and confidential.
Social Security is a cornerstone of retirement income for most Americans.

Familiarize yourself with basic Social Security rules—understand how you can present a more holistic, client-focused view of retirement income planning.

To optimize Social Security benefits, clients should consider:
- Implications of various benefit start dates
- Possible reduction of benefits due to working while receiving benefits
- Advanced claiming strategies, if married
Consider expanding the scope of investments for retirement income planning purposes:
- Traditional equity and fixed income
- Annuities
- Alternative investments

Consider securities lending to generate additional income

Review asset allocations—depending on withdrawal strategy, it may need adjustment for:
- Continued growth
- Liquidity needs
There are many creative options for generating retirement income including:

- Real estate
- 1031 exchange
- Charitable remainder trusts
- Reverse mortgage
- Life insurance
To optimize tax-qualified retirement savings, clients should generally:

- Diversify tax risk
- Avoid penalties
- Leverage special tax options
- Maximize tax advantages

Common strategies include:

- Roth IRA conversion
- Substantially equal periodic payments (72t)
- Taking advantage of net unrealized appreciation (NUA)
- Stretch IRA strategy
- Qualified Longevity Annuity Contracts (QLACs)
Consider the following when you are ready to take action:

- Examine your current client base
- Develop communications and outreach campaigns for target clients
- Create prospecting campaigns for new client lead generation
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Where to Find Pershing Resources

Retirement Programs: retirementpowerplay.com/income

Download educational and client materials

Programs include IRA and Rollover, Retirement Income and Small Business Retirement Plans
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Where to Find Pershing Resources (Continued)

Retirement Essentials website: retirementpowerplay.com/essentials

Optimized for tablets—Allows you to compare, select and research IRAs and Employer-Sponsored Plans
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Where to Find Pershing Resources (Continued)

Visit Marketing Center in NetX360®

- View and order printed materials
- Sort by keyword “Retirement” or “IRA-Marketing”
- Customize fact sheets for client use

Under Resources in NetX360

In the Marketing Center

- View and order printed materials
- Sort by keyword “Retirement” or “IRA-Marketing”
- Customize fact sheets for client use

Under Financial Solutions and Retirement

- Information about Pershing’s offering
- Quick links to webcasts and materials
- Regulatory and product updates

In the Retirement Center

- Retirement calculators that generate client-ready reports
Important Disclosure Information

• This presentation and the information or opinions contained herein has been prepared by Pershing LLC for informational purposes only without reference to any specific person's investment objectives or financial situation. The presentation and the information are for reference purposes only and are not intended to be a recommendation with respect to, or solicitation or offer to buy or sell any particular security, financial instrument, or investment product, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation, or trading strategy would be illegal. Pershing LLC and its affiliates do not intend to provide investment advice through this presentation and do not represent that the securities or services discussed are suitable for any investor. Pershing LLC and its affiliates do not, and this presentation does not intend to, render tax or legal advice.

• Tax laws are complex and subject to change. The information contained herein is based on current federal tax laws in effect at the time it was written. Pershing LLC and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. The presentation and information provided herein were not intended nor written to be used for the purpose of avoiding tax or penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. Individuals are urged to consult their tax or legal advisors to understand the tax and related consequences of any actions or investments described herein.